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Greetings all
It has been a very interesting year with many of our clients very nervous about the
global and/or local economies and some putting their development projects on hold and
others simply shelving their ideas. On the other hand others are taking the risk and
moving forward with their respective projects.
We have just completed the setup of one Baobab tent and one Shawu tent in the sandy
desert midway between Abu Dhabi and Dubai in the UAE. These tents are privately
owned by one of the Sheiks. Though the tents are located in a barren desert, the
setting as one can see below is quite stunning. The tents were set on a concrete plinth
for stability but they will surely have to work constantly to keep the moving sand at
bay. It will be sometime before they are fully furnished, landscaped and the swimming
pool completed – we will hopefully share these pictures with you all in the near future.

Baobab and Shawu Tent

In mid November we head to set up a fully furnished Kambaku mock up tent on the
beach at Cabo San Lucas on the Baja Peninsula. This is going to be a very exciting
project because if this tent gets approval, the project will result in one of the largest 5Star Tented Resorts in the World. This particular project required that we design the
interior layout with items from Barefoot Interiors.
We have a few firsts in locations with a tent arriving shortly in Nouméa in New
Caledonia, another on its way to Kunming in China and coming up soon is one tent near
Mt Gilboa in Israel and another going to Taiwan.

The Serengeti Tent
Richard Branson’s Exclusive Virgin Resort in Morocco, Kasbah Tamadot, which already
has 6 Kambaku tent villas from us, are adding another 4 Shawu tents in January 2011.
All of these tents have wood pole frames that make them slightly larger than the steel
frame versions. The interior décor is also most unusual because of the unique antiques
and hand carved woodwork that they usually include in their tents. This unique resort is
situated high in the Atlas Mountains and has stunning views as it is perched on the
edge of a vast valley with a very old village below.

Richard Branson enjoying his tents

Please note the factory will be closing on December 15th for 4 weeks for the yearend holidays so any orders received after October 15th may not make it out of the
factory before the closing date and will only get completed once the factory
reopens. We will however still be taking orders that will go into production in the
order received once the factory reopens.

Lastly, we would like to introduce you to a very new design that has yet to be named

This tent is about 215 sq meters (2314 sq ft) and has a beautiful and unique layout -

This too is an alternative layout of the above tent – keep tuned in for more info in our
next newsletter.

Please remember that we can be followed on Twitter as well as we have a new
presence on Facebook, Myspace, and Linkedin
To be added to our Newsletter occasional mailings please click here.
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